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1. Historical Back.rcund

The evolution of the present day icebreaker

hull design has been basad on practical experience

gained in breakin- ice. null form is extrenely

important as the impact and icebreaking efficiency

of a hull is a direct function of the hull lines.

Hydrostatic loads are not generally significant

when compared with ice pressures particularly when

navigating in noltr ice.

In the past empirical methods have been applied

to the hull structure with scantlings at the ends of

the vessel made heavier than midships. The determin-

ation of ice pressure is very difficult. Pressure can

vary quite conside:,ahly over a field of ice, for ice in

a small block may have quite a high compressive strength

whereas when the block becomes part of an ice field it

may not be of such importance due to the inertia effect

of the ice field. For lar-e Polar icebreakers it has

been the custon to design zhe structure to withstand

the maximum ice ressure likely to be met in service

at the Poles. A large icebreaker will have a greater

mass than a smaller icebreaker hence increasing the

scantlings of a stall icebreaer to that of a large

icebreaker will not necessarily mean an increase in

icebreaking capability. '2he first icebreakers were

in fact icebreaking tugs operating in thin river ice,

and they gradually increased in size with icebreaking

requirements and range. In general icebreakers were,

and still are to a largc extent, built to the

requirements of national authorities rather than

merchant shipowners and tlhe strength requirements and

even the desisn of hull structure, have not in general

followed an overall strength standard as is conmmon

in merchant ship construction. It has been the

requirements and philosophy of the individual authority

that has quite often decided the type and strength of

structure required and in -cneral the scantlings have

becn in excess of tnose required by the Classification

Societies.

Ii
a:
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I' This makes comparison difficult between the

scantlings of individual icebreakers.

2. Theoretical Approach

rMost of the theoretical work done on vessels
working in ice has been carried out by Russian

fengineers and is generally of a highly mathematical
content.

FReferences are given at the end of the report
to the papers mentioned below and the main purpose

of discussing the papers in this report is to

highlight the advantages and disadvantages of each

paper in turn as they apply to the practical

structural design of an icebreaker hull, and to see

if use can be made of the theaories propounded.

Paper No. 1. "Ice Loads Acting on Ships" by

M.K. Tarshis.

This paper sets out to determine the impact

load of a vessel hitting the ice and the area of

hull in contact.

The basic formula put forward is of the form

Impact load - Speed x Angle of blow Rel.mass and rel.
rigidity

The author specifies the strength of ice in

crushing and bending and assumes that the crushing

strength of ice is the criteria for determining the

load.

It is necessar'- to know three angles namely

(i) Angle between the tangent to the waterline
at the point of impact and the fore and

aft plane of the ship;

(ii) Angle between the tangent to the frame

at the point of impact and the plane of

the frame;

(iii) Angle between the tangent to the buttock

line at the point of impact and the plane

of the frame.I
A
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A numerical example is given in the paper for

a small icebreaker of 655 tons displacement in

contact with a round floe d = 25 metres and 1 metre

thickness. The required information on hull form,

speed, draft, etc., and point of contact is given

to enable the example to be solved, from which a

contact load of 220 tons i. deduced. A load area

is also deduced, which in this example is given as

1.18 metres thick x 0.46 metres long

An example has been worked by Lloyd's "e.6iber

using the formulae and assumptions of the author

for a large vessel of about the size of "MOSKVA",

having a displacement of 15,000 tons hitting the

ice at the same speed and same relative point of

contact as the numerical example - all other items

being unchanged.

It is interesting to see that increasing the

displacement by about 23 times only increases the

load of impact from 22C tons to 291 tons and the

load bearing area now becomes

1.18 metres thick x 0.614 metres long

This is because the basic formulae used by the

author does not consider the relative mass of the

icebreaker to have as great a bearing on the impact

force as the speed and angles of hull form in

contact.

Reference to the basic formula shows that

doubling the impact speed will double the impact

load.

A further exampl was calculated by Lloyd's

Register assuming; tne "1,OS1:VA" type dimensions, etc.,

with the ame contact speed and angles, but this

time in ice 3 metres thick.

The resulting impact force increased by 2.9

times to 845 tons and the load bearing area became

5.55 metres thick x 0.594 metres long

!
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If the diameter of floe is assumed infinite

the impact force increases but as the crushing

strength of ice does not incr-ase, the spread of

the load increases in length. A check was therefore

made of the effect on the impact load for an ice-

breaker of the "MOSKVA" size and hitting an infinite

floe and the impact load increased as a result by
about 2j times with a corresponding increase in

length of spread.

It is claimed that the hardness of the ice does
not affect the impact load but rather the area in
contact. Hard ice will have a zhorter spread th=

soft ice. Increasing the thickness of the ice

increases the actual impact load but not the intensity

of load.

The crushing strength of ice used in the examples
2

is 570 lbs/in

By using the assumptions and formulae given it

is theoretically possible to determine the impact

load and area in contact, from which it can be seen

that concentrated, point type loads are not likely

to occur, although it is possible for one single

frame to be loaded by a hard spot in the ice.

The paper has a high theoretical content and

requires many parameters difficult to determine. The

relative angles of the hull form at point of impact

are necessary and these can vary quit- appreciably

in a relatively short distance.

The paper is useful, however, in showing that

speed and hull form are very important for determining

principal hull scantlings and also that point loads

need not be taken into account.

Paper No. 2. "Impact of Ships with Ice" by

L.M. Nogid

This paper sets out to determine the reduction

in speed of an icebreaker of known dimensions, mass,

hull form and hull strength at point of impact,

assuming two crushing ice strengths and two ice

*thicknesses.
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It is interesting to note that assuming a ratio

of ship's mass to floe mass of 20, the speed is about

L4 times that when travelling in an infinite floe mass.

In addition the maximum speed varies in direct

proportion to the maximusa load which the ship's hull

can withstand at the point of contact.

The author shows that the force required to

crack the ice is theoretically quite smail (about 7
tons for an ice thickness of O.:, metres and a crushing

strength of 170 p.s.i.), whereas practical data

indicates that a far greater force has to be applied

to break the ice field.

The paper goes on to show that theoretically the

force required to break off sectors of ice is more than

3 times the force corresponding to the beginning of

crack formation.

The paper can be surnmarized by saying that knowing

the maximum load which the ship's hull can withstand

at the point of contact, the angle formed by the line

of impact and the hull form, then for various ice floe

diameters the reduction in speed can be theoretically

deduced. The area in contact can also be deduced

knowing the crushing streng;th of the ice.

The author reconmends that the scantlings of a

frame should be sufficient to withstand the impact

force and the external plating should be based on an

evenly distributed load with an intensity equal to the

crushing strength of the ice.

Again the paper has a highly mathematical content

and is difficult to apply in practice. However, it is

useful in showing the sort of speed reductions to

theoretically expect when operating in ice floes of

bigger and bigger dimensions.

Paper No. 3. "Determination and Appraisal of

the Structural Strenth of Ships

Navigatinf in Ice by Recalculatin;

froma the Prototype by D.E. Kheisin.

In this paper it is assumed that all is known



about the prototype, includin, the lines and the

design strength of the structure.

It is important to know how the prototype

stands up under actual service conditions and true

records must be kept of damages sustained, the angle

of such damages, the ice thickness and strength and

speed of ship if the methods proposed by the author

are to be of any value.

The author states that a ship navigating in ice

will be subjected to two types of force irrespective

of its type and duty, namely -

1. Impact

2. Compression

The impact loads will determine the necessary

strength of the ends of the ship and the compressive

force will be the design criteria for the middle

part of the ship.

It is assumed that the loads can be such as to

cause the stresses in the hull structure to just reach

yield point in the particular portion of the hull

under consideration.

The strength requirements are also divided into

two categories, namely -

1. Impact and 2. Compression

and these can be briefly summarized as follows

1. Impact: A basic formula of S = 11lV 1  is

C

propounded where 5 = impact force

= mass of ship

v = speed of ship at contact

e& C are parameters depending upon
hull form, point of imlact, etc.

A further assumption is made that the above

formula is for impact with an infinite ice field.

Ice friction, elastic deformation of the ice, and

deflection of ice framing are assumed negligible and

in thick ice bending of the ice field is ignored.

i
'F !
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2. Compression: 2. the author assumes t-at

tho 7,overnin7 cri-eria is the crushing strength

of the ice. -peej )oes not enter into the

calculations in tiils instance, and the basic

parameters are ice pressure and angle of

framin- to ice.

It is suggested thait len.t_ of ship has S-,

bearin7 on the strength of the side frames and this is

due to the fact tihat bending of ice does occur, tie

magnitude of which depends upon the L/B ratio, hull

form and length of ship. An interesting point brought

out by the author is that if a vessel is all parallel

middle body, i.e. no flare, length does not have any

effect.

The formula su.-gesued by the author to take

account of leng.th is

(io0 L) K and K1 being coefficients

of prototype and design

depending upon L/B ratio.

Using ne above formula, increasing the length by

505 increases the requirement for design strength of

the side frames by about 14 .

The above coments refer to the strength of main

framing under compression. The author also investigates

the hull plating under compression and shows that shell

thickness is directly proportional to frame spacing

and varies as the square root of the yield point of the

material. A further factor is brought in depcnding

upon ice thickness and frame spacing and shows that tne

wider the ice belt the tiicl:er the smell needs to be with

a limitinv ice thickness of 1.6 x frame spacing. This

is based on the promise that the intensity of loading

is proportional to the ultimate strength of ice against

crushing.

The author a'zo assumes that the critical stresses

occur at the mid span of t. e p'late whose edges are

assumed to he riridly fixed.

In the paper the frime loadin,7 is assumed to act

in a line uniformly distributed at mid span of frames
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and for stringers a uniform line load acts directly

on the strin,;er.

Fig. 6 in the paper snows design strength

profiles which clearly indiicate tht shoulder

pressures are very high and need careful attention.

Before full use can be made of this paper it

is necessary to have all the facts of the prototype,

the damage reports, strength criteria of hull, etc.,

and as such the paper is not directly applicable when

designing a completely new type and size of icebreaker,

unless very careful research can be done. The advantage

of the paper however is t tt the author suggests that

hull strength in ice should be approached in two ways,

viz. impact and Compression.

The Impact formula propounded is basically of the

momentum type dependin- upon mass and velocity and

should be applied to tne ends of the vessel and for

the middle portion of the ship the structure should

be designed on the ultimate strength of the ice

against crushing.

Paper No. 4. "etriod of Determinin the Stresses

in Decks and 'Transverse Bulkheads

Caused by ice Loads" by Yu. N. Raskin

In this paper the author attempts to calculate

the stresses in decks and bulkheads under a

compressive ice lo°ad.

With regard to the decks the author divides the

deck into strips with tie stringer being in simple

compression dependin,7 only upon area of plating and

beams in contact a ,d compared with the Eluler stresses

in the stringer includn,; beams in way. It is then

assumed that the remaining "bands" of plating act as

short beams which are infinitely rigid as retgards

bendinf; and which worn in shear undjer the action of

the ice loads. It is 'urther assumed that between

these "bands" there are elastic inserts which allow

relative move::ent betwcn the bands.

This is a theoretical paper makini, several
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assumptions which the author contends are necessary

if very laborious c~lculations are to be avoided

which would certainly be necessary if the methods

of elastic theory were apnlied to structures of

this type.

It is difficult to visualize how t~ie contents

of this paper ca bo applied in practice to a

complicated hull struccure of the type normally

associated with icebreakers, but nevertheless, it

has some usefullncss in 6hat it shows that cross

sectional area is important and that lenLgths of

panels between suportz shoulJ not be too long under

the action of a compressive ice field.

SUAB11AlY 01' Tii-EOR-7-:CI-3, ,K:OC

As can bc seen from the above, the Rusdan work

is of a highly theoretical nature with many of the

assumptions incalcula"ie, thus making practical

application difficult. Despite these comments,

however, certain guidance lines emerge and these

are briefly summarised as follows.

Icebreakers should be designed from two aspects

1. Impact at ends

2. Compression at mid length.

Basically, Impact = Speed x function of mass.

Tarshis brings in angle of blow and hull form at

point of impact. He does not place much emphasis

on mass of shin and considers that impact force varies

as ass x lO. He further considers speed and

angle of blow as the two main contributors to impact

force. Kheisin, on the other hand, considers that

impact force is a direct proportion of the mass of

the vessel denendinu upon hull form and speed of
j ship.

Nogid states that ship's mass is important and

shows that for a given ship's hull strength the

speed of a ves;sel manoeuvring through small ice

floes reduces to one quarter of this speed when

manoeuvring in an infinite ice floe.
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It is difficult to assess theoretically the

effect of the sh<l's 7.ass when striking an infinite

or finite ice floe, but undoubtedly mass has some

bearing. All authors seem to agree that impact force

is directly proportional to speed.

The scantlinrs of the middle length should be

based on the crushing strength of ice.

Hull form is of primary importance and highly

concentrated loads see: unlikely, however, frame

scantlings should be sufficient to withstand a

fairly concentrated load placed at the most

unfavourable point and shell plating shoula be

designed on a uniformly distributed load equal to

the crushing strength of tae ice.

It can be seen that it is theoretically pos&sible

to evaluate formulae based on physical laws which take

into accountspeed, mass, etc., but this approach

does not appear very attractive and some statistical

analysis of existing icebreakers seems unavoidable.

It may be that such an analysis will produce certain

similarities dependin- upon speed and mass which lend

themselves to 'the adoption of simple formulae for

determining principal hull scantlings, but this

remains to be done.

iany of the Russian and Finnish icebreakers built

in the past were to the classification of Lloyd's

Register, but their class was withdrawn, at Owners'

request, at a later date. Although, therefore, it

is possible for Lloyd's Reister to compare existing

designs of icebreakers from the plans available, it

has no extensive damage reports under known service

conditions which can be studied and compared with

the structures adopted, as is the case with ordinary

merchant ships. On the other hand one can conclude

that in the absence of evidence to the contrary, the

structures have given satisfaction.

c[

&
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5. Structural Strength Criteria

(a) Shell Flating

Considerable theoretical work has been done on

the theory of stresses in flat plates, generally

of a highly mathematical content, the nature of

which makes practical application difficult. Much

controversy reigns over the methods and theories

expounded and to date no single method has emerged

which satisfies in a practical manner all the

methods of olamping and loading.

It is known Lhat a plate will withstand

pressures considerably in excess of those required

to just yield the plating, and as an example, if the

bulkhead plating laid down in Lloyd's Register Rules

for Steel Ships were based on elastic theory alone

they would need to be considerably thicker than

recommended.

It is conve:ie,t to consider a plate loaded in

two distinct ways :-

(i) uniformly

(ii) concentrated

(i) Platinr Uniformly Loaded

It is assumed that uhe backing structure is

efficient in supportinj the plating and all edges

are clamped.

It is necessary first to define the criteria for

permissible plate pressure and several investigators

have laid down their own criteria ranging from

initial yiela with zero membrane stress to a maximum

permanent set under pressure of 2t.

Reference to Timeshenko and T-oarke assume elastic

theory for plating with small deflections, and Hooke's

Law holds for trie material.

Simple beam theory does rot apply in practice

and it is generally recognised that yield stress

should not be the criteria but rather permanent set.

It is advisable to ignore membrane stress for thick

plates. Before any simple formula can be propounded

!



it is advisable that such theory be combined with

practical experience as there are too many variables

and unknowns.

Reference is given at the end of this report to

a paper by J.B. Caldwcll, B.Zng., Ph.D., viz. "Notes

on the Structural Design of Welded Ships" in which a

series of curves is :iven showing the permissible

lateral pressure in relation to breadth and thickness

of plate, together with increase in pressure aqainst

yield strength of the material.

This curve, together with the various criterion

for permissible pressure is reproduced in this report.

It can be seen that on a fixed spac:in7 of

stiffeners, the thickness increases asfpressure and

the permissible pressure increases as Tyield of material.

The curves range from initial yield with zero membrane

stress to a maximum permanent set of 2t.

For a large icebreaker with a shell thickness of,

say, 2" over a frame spacing; of 16", 2t = 4" in 16"

which is excessive.

Lloyd's Register's Rules for bulkhead plating

are based on a elastic collapse with zero membrane

stress in conjunction with a suitable factor of safety.

(This is approximately curve DD1 in Caldwell's paper).

In general it would appear reasonable to accept

either curves DD1 or DD2 in Caldwell's paper. Curve

DD2 is for a permanent deflection of 0.2S 7y/E) or

S/150 for mild steel plates where S = stiffener

spacing. This would be about 1/10th inch for the

icebreaker plating.

This criteria could be taken as the normal working

condition in ice and if (lesired, curve HH could be

taken for the worst possible loaded condition.

It is worthwhile to consider the increase in

permissible pressure by considering curves DD2 and H~i

assuming S/t - 120.

From curve DD2 pressure equals 10 lbs/in
2

From curve 1f-i pressure equals 24 lbs/in
2

i.e. an increase of roughly 2' times normal working

pressure.
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The curves azsme a- aspect ratio of 3.0 or more

and exclude corrosion ailowances.

jThe work done is jeneraily confined to thin

plating, but it is not thought that thick plating

theory will be substantially different.

As stated above, the worA has been confined to

an aspect ratio of 5.0 or more. Timoshenko says that

as the aspect ratio b/a increases the maximum

deflection rapidly approaches that for a plate bent

to a cylindrical surface obtained by making b/a equal

to infinity. For b/a = 5.0 he states that the

difference between t:Le deflection of an infinite strip

and the finite plate i -'out 6', from whic- it may

be concluded that for conparison reasons when tne b/a

ratio i s rreater than t. tie calculations can be

replaced by Lnose for a strip without subztantial error.

Lloyd's R egister hs ac its own investigations

into the effect of aspect ratio on plates subjected

to a uniform pressure assumning plastic theory with

zero membrane stress and assumes a maximum aspect

ratio of 4.0.

The formula adopted by Lloyd's Register takes the

following form :-

1.1 - s  where s = stiffener spacing in inches
303 "S = length of stiffener in feet

from support to support.

By inserting aspect rauios of 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0 into

the formula, the percenta e reduction in the basic

plating formula reduces by 70 ', 90', and 96.7T,

respectively.

Curves of aspect ratios from various sources are

given in Fig. 1, together with the curve aaopted by

Lloyd's Register.

j It can be seen that basically any formula adopted

for plate thickness should be of the form

t X actor of afety x Stiffener Spacing x

pr-es6ure + Corrosion Allowance.
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(ii) Platin " under Concentrated Loading

For platin7 unacr the action of a concentrated

load it is important first to decide what degree of

concentration is to be legislated for.

It has been stated earlier in the report that

a highly concentrated loa is unlikely in ice,

although it might be possible to have a "hard spot"

in the ice of such a compressive strength that some

concentration is possible.

Most of the theoretical and practical worh done

has been confined to ship's decks relating to the use

of fork lift trucks.

Lloyd's Register has done some experimental work

on the loads imposed by fork lift trucks and the

effects on deck platinl-, and incorporated the results

into its own Rules.

Other work has also been done by other authorities,

but generally of a theoretical nature broadly based on

Timoshenko.

The paper produced by Lloyd's Register is entitled

"Investigations into the Use of 2orh Lift Trucks on

Board Ship" by 'W. Smith.

In the paper it is stated that overall stress will

increase with stiffener spacin7, but maximum stress

(which is at the load) is not related to frame spacing.

It further assumes a hypothetical yield stress of

25 tons/in 2 and compares the wheel loads with plating

thickness and shows that within limits wheel area in

contact has little or no bearin: on plate stress.

It is important to realise that the paper works on

loads and not pressures and that the criteria adopted

is elastic with a hypothetical yield stress.

Although it is recolnised that highly concentrated

loads are unlikely in ice, the purpose of mentioning

plating under concentrated loads in this rcrort is to

emphasise that the assumptions made for plating under

concentrated loads are different to those made for

jplating under a uniformly distributed load. Under

concentrated loads frame spacing; has little or no
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effect on stress and actual loads should be used,

whereas for plating un& er a uniformly distributed

load pressure should be used and frame spacing has

a direct influence on zircss. ?'urthermore, plastic

theory with a specific load criteria of permanent

set is assumed for platin- under a uniformly dis-

tributed load and elastic theory in conjunction

with a hypothetical yield suress has generally been

assumed for platin2 under a concentrated load.

At the present state of our knowledge it is

not considered advisable :o try to rationalize the two

approaches into one coix.ion basis.

(b) i'ramin ' truc-',rc
mhe desi-g cf a rucatucal fvaaie~ork may oe

considered from two criteria, namely

(i) plastic

(ii) elastic

(i) Plastic

With this a'mroach th3 limit load is decided upon

and a limit analysis m-cvi. .:ith this assumption a

more realistic limit stress can be obtained, and it

also has the advantage that thermal stresses are

eliminated in the plastic area, and full account is

taken of the total energy under the stress/strain

curve.

It is important to know: what the limit loaa is,

however, and set a factor of safety against this load.

Plastic theory is often used in simple truss fra.eworks

where the collapse load is more easily determinable

and the interactions of connecting members more

readily estimated.

The geometry 1'-d s-. c of each individual seczion

has to be decided upon in addition to the normal

elastic modulus. it is I;<ortant tbht adequate lazeral

support be given to meabers to prevent twisting, for

if the member twiots it will probably fail at the

yield point of t:,o-2 -aterial.

kuite often model tests are carried out to

determine the collapse load of a structure, and in
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the more complicated structures full scale tests have

been undertaken.

F (ii) Elastic

This criterion is the more established one and

limits the design to a predetermined stress, generally

not exceeding the yield stress of the material. The

stresses decided upon are generally the result of

experience gained on similar structures which have

given good service without yielding. As more

knowledge is gained of a particular type of structure

then are the design stresses increased accordingly.

Although it can be argued that the plastic approach

is more logical and that once the collapse load is

known, what loads go befo-re it are irrelevant, it is

important to know what the collapse load is. Certain

ship structures lend tnemselves quite readily to
plastic theory such as transverse watertight bulkheads

where the hydrostatic loads are more easily decided.

For an icebreaker, however, reference to the theoretical

w;rk given earlier in this report demonstrates that the

forces acting during icebreakin; are not known with

any certainty and this, coupled with the quite

complicated structure generally adopted in icebreakers

would make it inadvisable to adopt plastic theory for

determining principal framework structures.

Until further research is done on actual ships

or full scale or model tests, it is suggested that

elastic theory be adopted for frameworks with a design

stress equal to the yield stress of the material.

4. Corrosion

The rate of corrosion for the hull of an icebreaker

is far greater than for a normal cargo vessel. T'113 is

because of several reasons - the principal ones being

as follows

(i) Luring the action of icebreaking large amounts

of oxygen are released causing corrosion

L acceleration;
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. (ii) CSalt conccntratlon!: will probably be greater

particularly just unier the ice at water

level;

(iii) Stress concentrations accelerate corrosion

locally particu-larly in way of the actual

contact;

(iv) Abrasive forces are greater than for a

normal car-o vessel.

Accordin to -in article written by Messrs. 1 cnnie

and Turnbull in the 1ril 64 edition of "Naterials

Protection", the Canadian icebreaking ferry "AY7 'L.,T"

showed a metal loss estimated to be about -" from

1948 to 1951 in the forward and after hull plates.

Early in 1957_ another appraisal was made and

this time pittin-, had occurred to an average dcth of

-" to 3/16", with a maximum depth of ". Jeld metal

had corroded to such an extent that the remaining

weld material was as much as ," below the surface of

the adjacent plates. .his means that the corrosion

rate for this vessel was between " to -" over a

seven-year period.

In conclusion it can be seen that corrosion is

excessive on an icebreaher and a good margin has to

be added to the b.re designed thickness to counteract

this.

5. Work in Progress

An elastic structural anilysis is presently being

studied for two lar-e icebreakers, namely i...C.G.

"GLACIER" and U.3.S.11. "FO,3CO'JP, by use of computer.

The object of these analyses is to Jetermine

the structural effectiveness of two icebreakers

designed from different stru;ctural philosophies, and

to compare the advanta-es of one system wiun ano .,ir.

The structural philosophy of "GLACIER" assumes

a system of trussod fra:,es of equal soacing and

strength throuio',t t e id-len-th, supported by the

longitudinal bulkheads rmni i-irders. The "iO,'COW"

assumes a rs',e; of m-,v>, fraucs, web frames and

horizontal 7irdc rs.
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Because of the structural repetitiveness of

"GLACIER" a two-dimensional analy.6is using IB-I

"Stress" program is being utilized. For "!iOSCO*X" it

was considered that a two-dimensional analysis

would not be a true representation of the structure

under load and accordingly this is being analysed

by the use of the three-dimensional IBM program "Fran".

It should be noted that for both these programs

elastic theory is assuued. Bending moments, axial

loadings and shear are produced by the programs and

these are presently being analysed.

When calculatin the inertias and moduli of the

members an allowance was made for the attached s:ell,

deck or bulkhead. 2he pro;_,rars, however, assume an

open grillage framewor": with all the load taken by

the framework and none taken by the attached shell,

acting as a support between bulkheads and decks.

In both cases a uniform pressure of 400 p.s.i.

was assumed each with two conditions of loading

10 feet wide, the first condition being at or about

the load waterline, the second condition beinr' about

10 feet below the first.

A simple two-dimensional analysis has also been

made of the Canadian icebreaker "LOUIS S. ST. LAUREXT"

which is based on the sae structural philosophy

adopted for "MOSCOW". The purpose of this analysis

is to determine a simple basis for comparing the

strength of other icebreakers of similar type but of

different dimensions under fixed loads.

The results of the above analyses are the

subject of a separate report and will be forwarded

later.

I
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6. Recommendations for Conclusion of Study

Depending upon the outcome of the structural

analyses of "GLAC]ER" and ",'G3COW' a recommended

structural philosophy will be -iven.

Comparisons of a -eneral nature with some

icebreakers built to LioCq t  "e zter Glass will be

made. These will b- e2a.:ea u;In, relatively

simple beam theory wiT;h certain assumptions made

regardinG fixity a--. wfll serve mainly to see if

there is a general ratter., in icebreaker star ctiures.

An investi -:aition wiL- be carried out to aer.ine

the effect on s;r,;cture . alteration in a~s-ec ratio

bearing in mind the practical limitations of

construction. For this mars of the stady it ;o,,i. "e

desirable to have the spacin s of decks a-.- c-lh.eaas

of the U.S.C.G. j~r&:;osal. iron this stud: a st:,cdaral

effectiveness willh v be_" , , each change in a .ct

ratio based on saress d weight and cola of -'
modification. rith re, ,ra o cost, this woula :,

confined to the total wci *-t o[" shell an rucure

within a finite area cu tx.e nuzoer of ite

joints within tais area aac, viill, therefore, .e o:

of a comparative nasure.

The results of this i-*- stigation, coupled wih.

the knowledge gained and inror-:i-tion g-liven throu hout

the study will fori the basl.:i of a reco: inended

structural design for the ... G polar icebreaker

in association wit, the proposed general arrangesent.

It iz necessary for tte C.S.C.§. to provide

final ice load criteria.

/
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Plating design niethods
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(Fig. 5)
AA Initial yield-zero Membrane stress.
AA, Initial yield-full membrane stress.
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Empirical curve for lank bulkheads.
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Empirical curve for sub-di% ision bulk.
DD heads.

DD Intrass. fl emrn srs. Clrsn

D , Max. permanent detlection 0O-2s~lf..EE Clarkson'
Zero membrane stress.

EE Mat. pernanent deflection 02s~'f. E7Carksons
Full membrane strews

FF Initial yield with 6cietous yield stiess. Admiralty
Empirical dUrve for sub-division bulk-
heads.

GG Ccntre-line plastic hinge; or mem- ClarksonO

be axium eftecti under pressure Young'

Reprinted for Dr. J.B. 3acldwell's
paper "Nfotes on Structural Design
of Welded ;3hips".
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